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Static Cling Stickers & Highly Removable
Stickers for cars

Full color ultra removable decals are easily removable from

virtually any surface. Printed for outside the car window glass.
Single Color removable adhesive stickers are
printed on white background -a fast and
economical product with a classic look!
Static cling stickers are generally for inside
car windows and on other glass surfaces. (static
cling stickers are like the "oil change stickers" used at service centers)

Seems easy right? Just print stickers!
You need some planning however, for where they will end up. We will print any color and
put static or highly removable adhesive on the front or back of the sticker - there are
considerations...

Inside or Outside the window?
Static Cling or Highly removable adhesive? Both cost the same - why not stay safe?
The most common request is for static clings. Most folks feel safe using them and may have a bad experience with some
sort of permanent adhesive sticker years ago. The adhesive used for highly removable stickers today is designed to be
very easily removed. It’s much like the adhesive used on the clear protective surface you get on a new cell phone. You
may start thinking this will take forever and then it peels right off.

Most folks
start wanting
static cling
since they feel
comfortable
with clings
since they are
commonly
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Highly
removable adhesive on same sticker outside the window.

Dark Colors will not show through a tinted window
Even
Collegiate
Style stickers
are now being
place outside
windows they stay put
and are
conditioned to
weather well Dark colors placed inside any tinted window
will not show through

These stickers sit outside the window
and use highly removable adhesive
backing - our biggest seller

Clear or White - Background color?
Clear
background
stickers can
reflect a
different color
- its best to
use a colored
background
for
appearance

the square around the cowboy is visible in
bright sun

This sticker looks great on the window,
car surface or even stuck to a locker!
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